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You are a vital part of our community

Thank you for your support of MITS and our students so far in 2019.  

Through your generosity – your donations, your volunteer hours, your 

sponsorships and your advocacy for our school – our students have excelled 

as they have taken on the challenge and opportunity of studying in 

Melbourne.

Today, over 50 young Indigenous people are pursuing their education in 

Melbourne at MITS or at one of our Partner Schools having graduated from 

MITS.  Whilst they are far from home, our students feel strong in Melbourne 

thanks to their close connections with their peers and with the many siblings 

and cousins they now have in Melbourne, the continued support of our MITS 

staff and the broader Melbourne community of which they now form an 

integral part.

This year, we have seen how MITS is already viewed – less than 4 years 

since our opening – as a thought leader in our field.  From Governor-

General Sir Peter Cosgrove to Prime Minister Scott Morrison, we have 

welcomed visitors who recognise the courage of our students and the power 

of our model.

As we look to the future, we prepare for the 2020 opening of our Alumni 

Boarding House on Richmond Hill.  This new boarding house will allow 18 

MITS alumni girls (from Years 8 onwards) to attend MITS Partner Schools 

during the day, benefitting from the best educational opportunities in 

Australia, while returning to the warmth and cultural strength of a MITS-run 

boarding house each evening.  It evidences our long-term commitment to our 

students – a commitment which endures for many years after our students 

have graduated from MITS.

Prime Minister Scott Morrison 

visiting MITS in  in March

Many more families and students continue to talk to us about their 

aspirations to come to MITS and pursue their educational ambitions.  They 

talk to us about the cultural safety that they see MITS, the educational 

opportunity of Melbourne.

Providing opportunities for more Year 7 students – and growing our 

Pathways Program for MITS alumni – is only possible with your support.  

Through your generosity, you are creating bright futures for our students 

and indeed for our nation.

Thank you for your support of MITS so far in 2019.

Edward Tudor

Executive Director
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Where your donation goes

Your generosity provides each student with outstanding 

educational opportunities at MITS, as well as ongoing 

support in the years beyond MITS.

You are part of a vital community of MITS supporters who 

are creating a bright future for our young students.  We 

rely on you, our donors, for 50% of our funding.  

Thank you for being a vital part of our students’ journeys. 

Your support is creating lives full of opportunity

30%
funds our students’ school costs, 

including their own laptop, all education 

materials and excursions

24%
enables our students to live in our Year 

7 Boarding House, including our 

weekend enrichment program

21%
provides alumni (Years 8+) with 

continued mentoring and cultural 

support through our Pathways Program

25%
enables us to grow our Alumni 

Accommodation Program for girls 

attending Partner Schools in Years 8+
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Class of 2019 students

No. of Top End Communities 12

(Tiwi, Arnhem Land, Daly River 

Region, Roper River Region)

No. of Victorian Communities 3

(Bairnsdale, Sale, Lake Tyers)

Moniquah’s reflections on being Term 1 Captain

“When we first arrived at MITS we 

were all scared to talk to one another, 

but everyone knew a few kids. 

In the first week of school everyone 

had to vote for School Captains.  I 

never thought I would become a School 

Captain. 

It came to the day when everyone 

finds out who gets to be our new Term 

1 MITS Captains.  Mr. Brad spoke in 

front of the whole class and welcomed 

Antwan and I as the new MITS School

Captains.  At first, it was very scary but I knew my family was proud 

of me.

We had a lot of special people come to MITS in term 1, such as the 

Prime Minister and Governor General.  Antwan and I had to 

welcome them to MITS. 

It was so busy being a captain but I’m proud of Antwan and I and 

our new captains for term 2 (Bruce and Ruby). I wish the best for 

them and hope they enjoyed it as much as I did.”

Map: NT communities from which MITS received applications for our Class of 2019
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This year our students have once again shown their extraordinary potential 

within the classroom environment.  

The very beginning of the year saw many students hesitant to speak in front 

of their peers or answer teacher’s questions.  This has changed dramatically 

over the past few months, and it has been great to witness every student’s 

demonstrably more confident approach to their classwork, public speaking 

and all important educational risk-taking.

Students have engaged with the curriculum with a positive attitude, even when 

they find their classwork to be challenging.  A major focus in the classroom is 

ensuring each student fundamentally believes in their own capabilities; 

fostering a ‘growth mindset’.

This growth mindset approach is modelled by our own teaching staff, with a 

number of them spending time across different Melbourne schools observing 

best-practice approaches within Victorian mainstream schooling system. 

In 2019 we have welcomed our new Head of Education Ryan Martin into our 

MITS community. 

Ryan Martin brings with him deep experience in education including in remote 

Northern Territory, where he has been Principal at schools in the Katherine 

region.  In 2014 he was awarded Northern Territory’s Principal of the Year.  

Ryan comes to MITS with a strong background in using data-driven practice to 

improve student outcomes.  
Ryan Martin (Head of 

Education) with Boarding 

Award recipient Paul 

Adam enjoying class
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In 2019 we have continued to deliver extracurricular activities that have added 

vibrancy and excitement to our students’ Melbourne experience.

Students have visited a wide variety of workplaces, including King & Wood 

Mallesons, Macquarie Bank, Simpson Army Barracks and the Eastern Hill Fire 

Station.  Each of these visits sparked a healthy curiosity within our students as to 

the career possibilities that are available to them.

The second half of the year will see an intensified focus on developing both the 

academic and personal skills that students will require in order to succeed in our 

Partner Schools next year and beyond.  Our class of 2019 gives us great 

confidence that each of them is up to this challenge.

“MITS is a great school to come to. 

You learn a lot about history, 

community, totems, how to handle 

stress and a lot more”

Bruce, Batchelor NT

Antonio in class
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We know that students are ready to learn when they feel safe and happy.  

This includes a sense of security in living and expressing their unique 

Indigenous identity within a Melbourne context.

We began the year with every student undergoing a thorough assessment 

of their physical health through partnership with the University of 

Melbourne Schools of Audiology and Optometry and with North 

Richmond Community Health. This is a simple yet vitally important piece of 

our work with students.

Each Monday morning students were also asked to take a ‘ready to learn’ 

self-assessment task.  This activity is great in letting our school staff know 

where there might be students who may need wellbeing support in order 

to be better prepared for learning. 

In semester one students engaged enthusiastically with art classes.  One 

activity saw students create masks representing their totems.  This sharing 

of culture proved very valuable for both students and teachers alike, as it 

facilitated important two-way learning.

Our Term 2 art project is teaching students how to apply editing skills 

through Adobe Photoshop to create photographic montages.  The class 

was tasked with sourcing images off the internet that speak to their unique 

culture and identity.  This project is in partnership with the Monash 

University Museum of Art (MUMA). 

Marley receiving the Care award from 

Christine (Wellbeing Coordinator)

“The MITS community immediately 

welcomed us with open arms. I soon got 

to know the other kids and… I love how 

supportive and encouraging the teachers 

and boarding staff are”

Ruby, Katherine NT



Marcia enjoying recess 

in Yarra Park

Samuel receiving the Respect 

award from Ms Sally

Bruce and Ed (Executive Director) 

on ABC News Breakfast

Adam and Marley enjoying 

lunch at Lockington with Dusty

Antonio and Max in the guard 

of honour on the MCG
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Our boarding house on Richmond Hill continues to provide a culturally 

celebratory home-away-from-home for our 22 students.  With a 

number of younger family members of former MITS students joining us 

for 2019, we feel more and more the strength of our “MITS family”.  

Again this year we had the wonderful opportunity to welcome both 

students and their families during Orientation Week at the start of 

February.  Building that sense of trust, respect and connection with our 

students’ families is the very foundation of our shared journey.

Unsurprisingly, the initial stages of living and learning away from home 

can be challenging for students: homesickness is normal, and our 

students show immense courage as they move to Melbourne.  Great 

staff support, a nurturing environment, and the friendships formed give 

students strength and allow them to feel strong away from home.

This year students have quickly become accustomed to the healthy 

habits and routines that make up life at Lockington, including doing 

their homework, making beds, washing their own clothes and 

embracing “Tech Free Thursdays”.  It is always heartening to see the 

many moments where one of our students will quietly go about doing 

the right thing, even when nobody is watching. 

All of this is made possible thanks to our staff, magnificent volunteers, 

and of course our generous community of donors who have made 

Lockington the warm, welcoming home it is today.  

Antwan (Term 1 Captain) 

at Lockington

MITS Boarding House 

‘Lockington’
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Our students have had the unique opportunity to welcome a range of 

very special guests so far this year.  They have hosted a remarkable 

number of Australian leaders, including the Governor-General Sir 

Peter Cosgrove, Prime Minister Scott Morrison, Federal Treasurer Josh 

Frydenberg and Minister for Indigenous Affairs Nigel Scullion.

These visits highlight the regard with which MITS and our students are 

held by our nation’s leaders.  They recognise the courage of our 

students, the strength of their desire to pursue their education in 

Melbourne, and the agility and innovation of our MITS model.

During these visits each student took the opportunity to share a little 

of themselves and their cultures.  They also discussed some of the 

challenges of living and learning away from home, and how they 

have learned to overcome such challenges.  There may have even 

been a couple of ‘spekkies’ taken on the Treasurer at one point.

All of these experiences really helped reinforce to our students that 

what they are choosing to do here in Melbourne should never be 

underestimated.  There are such impressive young people. It was a 

delight to see our students strong sense of pride in both their culture 

and their school during all of these visits.

Governor-General Sir Peter 

Cosgrove and Lady Cosgrove 

Sam and Treasurer 

Josh Frydenberg
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Our shared journey with our students extends beyond their one year at 

MITS, and never has this been more apparent as we witness a rapidly 

growing pool of MITS alumni.  

Over 30 MITS graduates are now studying in our Melbourne Partner 

Schools in Years 8 to 10.  These inspiring young people are not only 

demonstrating their personal commitment to education, they are 

contributing to a greater understanding, and importantly celebration, of 

Indigenous cultures across Melbourne’s education landscape.

During the first half of 2019 our graduates stood up and gave 

Acknowledgements of Country in front of their schools, expressed their 

talents through academics, art and sport and did themselves and their 

families proud across 11 Partner Schools (spanning Independent, 

Government and Catholic sectors).

Students also maintained the strong links they formed during their year 

at MITS by attending a number of social functions, and provided 

valuable mentoring and support to our Year 7 students. 

We also supported the educational goals of those students whose 

journeys have seen them return to school closer to home.  With a full-time 

Community Engagement Manager based in Darwin, we are able to 

ensure that each student is supported to continue their educational 

pathway when they return home from Melbourne.

Fiona Harrison – Bairnsdale (Vic) 

Fiona attended MITS in 2016 and is currently in Year 10 at 

Methodist Ladies’ College. She has ambitions of completing Year 12 

and then moving into the fashion industry.

MITS prepared Fiona for life at MLC where she has had many 

opportunities, including acting as the spokesperson for national 

Rheumatic Heart Disease campaign ‘Take Heart’ and completing 

work experience at the Veterinary Faculty at UniMelb.

Fiona says the achievement she feels proudest of was delivering the 

Welcome to Country to her peers and families on her own country, 

the Gunaikurnai Lands, during her Year 9 camp.



Three Harrison siblings have 

attended MITS –

Paul, Fiona and Shontanay

Kenita and Shania with 

their Huntingtower friends

Kaleb and Calvin a little 

starstruck with Eric Bana

Marlene and Denise 

(Kingswood College) 

Lilly, Elaine, Serena (Boarding 

Coordinator) and Sherilyn Sailing at 

the Sorrento Sailing Couta Boat Club
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In March we were delighted to announce that in 2020 MITS will open a 

new boarding house for 18 alumni girls on Richmond Hill.  

Just 80 metres from our current Year 7 boarding house, this new home will 

allow MITS alumni girls – from Year 8 onwards – to attend Partner Schools 

across Melbourne as day students while living in a MITS-run home 

surrounded by their peers and supported by MITS staff.

It will provide another option for MITS families, in addition to the 

wonderful homestay and boarding opportunities already in place in our 

Partner Schools.  Girls will attend Melbourne’s best schools during the day, 

and in the evening will return to the cultural safety and strength of the 

MITS environment.

This development has been made possible through a $2.1 million capital 

grant from the Australian Government.  

We are now calling on our generous community of donors to help support 

these girls by providing funding for the everyday living costs of the alumni 

boarding house. 

Alum Elaine, Timikar, Kenita, 

Lorraine (Boarding) and Shania

Alum Jodie, Lilly, Fleur (Boarding 

Coordinator) and Jenae

Thank you for choosing to create great educational 

opportunities for our young Indigenous people

Creating a Richmond Hill precinct for MITS students


